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L
ithium-ion batteries (LIBs) constitute
an enabling technology for size- and
shape-sensitive applications such as

portable electronics and electric vehicles.1

One promising direction for increasing the
energy density is to replace conventional
negative intercalation electrodes by lithium
alloys. Silicon is a particularly attractive can-
didate given its enormous specific capacity
and low working potential.2 However, the
alloying reaction of Li with Si involves huge
volume change, inducing large internal
stresses when the expansion is constrained
or nonhomogeneous.3 Stresses in turn lead
to mechanical degradation, loss of the elec-
trical contact, and, ultimately, rapid capacity
fade. Moreover, an unstable solid-electro-
lyte interphase (SEI) is continuously gener-
ated, further diminishing the Coulombic
efficiency.4 These failure mechanisms can
be partially mitigated in engineered Si an-
odes, such as nanostructures,5,6 compo-
sites, and complex architectures,7�10 which

accommodate the volume change without
damage. Effective passivation of the elec-
trode surface can be achieved using
binders11,12 and electrolyte additives.13 De-
spite this recent progress, sustaining long
cycle life at deep lithiation levels remains
troublesome.
Recent studies showed that functional

surface coatings comprisingmetals, carbon,
or oxides can positively impact the cycling
stability of the Si anode.9,10,14�23 These im-
provements have been attributed to several
factors. First, a surface coating prevents the
direct contact with the electrolyte and, thus,
controls the SEI formation. Second, surface
coating can act as a mechanical constrain-
ing layer by buffering the volume change,
preventing electrode pulverization. Further-
more, electronically conducting coatings
(such as metal and carbon) improve the
current collection efficiency, thus enhan-
cing the redox reaction kinetics at the elec-
trode. Finally, a surface coating can also
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ABSTRACT Surface passivation of silicon anodes is an appealing design

strategy for the development of reliable, high-capacity lithium-ion batteries.

However, the structural stability of the coating layer and its influence on the

lithiation process remain largely unclear. Herein, we show that surface coating

mediates the swelling dynamics and the fracture pattern during initial lithiation of

crystalline silicon nanopillars. We choose conformally nickel coated silicon

architectures as a model system. Experimental findings are interpreted based

on a chemomechanical model. Markedly different swelling and fracture regimes

have been identified, depending on the coating thickness and silicon nanopillar diameter. Nanopillars with relatively thin coating display anisotropic

swelling similar to pristine nanopillars, but with different preferred fracture sites. As the coating thickness increases, the mechanisms become

isotropic, with one randomly oriented longitudinal crack that unzips the core�shell structure. The morphology of cracked pillars resembles that of a

thin-film electrode on a substrate, which is more amenable to cyclic lithiation without fracture. The knowledge provided here helps clarify the cycling

results of coated nanosilicon electrodes and further suggests design rules for better performance electrodes through proper control of the lithiation and

fracture.
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prevent detrimental electrochemical welding between
active material particles.24�26

A key feature of coated Si structures is their mechan-
ical stability when deformed by the constrained ex-
pansion of the core. If the coating layer cracks, much of
the listed benefits are simply lost. The electrical con-
ductivity can be severely affected by the generated
discontinuities, whereas the direct exposure of a fresh
silicon surface to the electrolyte inevitably results in
new SEI formation. Eventually, cracks initiated in the
surface layer may propagate into the lithiated silicon,
further amplifying the degradation. Despite the
general consideration that surface coating enables
sustained cycling, single-particle in situ studies have
actually revealed irreversible and dramatic damages to
the coating, not fully corroborating the larger scale
electrochemical cycling experiments.20,21,23 Further-
more, while carbon coatings have been generally
considered as beneficial for cycling stability and charge
collection efficiency, carbon becomes brittle when
lithiated,27 delaminates,28 and undergoes dramatic
irreversible damage.21 Finally, cracking of metallic
coatings during lithiationwas also reported.20Whereas
hollow nanostructures have been shown to maintain
structural integrity by directing the volume expansion
toward the interior,9,17,28,29 scalability of the fabrica-
tion processes, low mass loading, and progressive
SEI accumulation in the internal void spaces limit
their widespread implementation. Understanding
and controlling the lithiation dynamics as well as the
swelling and fracture behavior in coated Si structures
are thus of primary interest toward real-life battery
applications.
Herein, we selected nickel-coated silicon nanopillars

as a model system for analyzing the swelling and
fracture behavior during the initial lithiation. Nickel
was selected because of its high electron conductivity
and good adherence to silicon. Furthermore, nickel
hinders excessive SEI formation, has a low reactivity
with lithium, yet allows a lithium flux.6,9,16,30�33 We
report markedly different swelling and fracture pat-
terns depending on the coating thickness and the
silicon nanopillar diameter. Nanopillars with relatively
thin coating display anisotropic swelling similar to that
observed in the case of pristine nanopillars, but with
different preferred fracture sites. As the coating thick-
ness increases, swelling and fracture patterns undergo
an anisotropic to isotropic transition, with a single
randomly oriented longitudinal crack. We carry out a
numerical chemomechanical analysis suggesting that
the transition from anisotropic to isotropic behavior
follows from the mechanically altered lithiation
kinetics. While fracture in plain, coated silicon nano-
structures seems inevitable, our results suggest that
the fracture pattern could be tailored through an
appropriate choice of the coating thickness and
morphology.

CORE�SHELL SI NANOPILLAR DESIGN AND
TESTING

The crystalline silicon nanopillars of Æ100æ axial crys-
tal orientation have been fabricated using combined
nanosphere lithography and metal-assisted chemical
etching protocols as previously reported,10 enabling
thus precise crystallographic orientation mapping and
visualization. An electroless deposition procedure was
selected for the conformal coating of the nanopillars
with Ni. This procedure allows the growth of a Ni layer
with a uniform thickness along the radial and axial
directions (Figure 1a and b) and a precise morpho-
logy control (see Supporting Information for details).
Contrarily to commonly used physical vapor deposi-
tion techniques9,14,20,21 which are directional and can-
not coat complex geometries and configurations, the
adopted procedure is scalable and could be applied as
well to other silicon morphologies including particles
and powders. In order to investigate the impact of the
structure dimensions, we processed Si nanopillars with
different nominal diameters (170, 330, and 480 nm)
and varying coating thicknesses (40, 80, and 120 nm)
(Figure 1a; see also Supporting Information Figure S1
for details on the morphology and microstructure of
the Ni-coated Si nanopillars). For simplicity, the com-
posite structures are referred to as Si2A@Nih, where
subscripts A and h stand for the Si core radius and Ni
shell thickness, respectively. The composite structure
is considered isotropic and at equilibrium before
lithiation.
The lithiation of coated Si nanopillars follows

a documented ex situ experimental protocol (see
Supporting Information for details).33,34 In short, the
setup consists in a half-cell with the composite nano-
pillars supported by the Si substrate as working elec-
trode and a Li-metal foil as reference and counter
electrode (Figure 1c). The cell voltage was slowly
ramped down to 10 mV vs Li/Liþ and held at this
potential for at least 6 h (Figure 1d). Such conditions
ensure a deep lithiation of pristine nanopillars, as
revealed by post-mortem selective removal of the
lithiated Si phase (see also Supporting Information).
However, coated structures displayed a markedly dif-
ferent behavior during lithiation. In particular, thick Ni
coatings were found to severely slow down the initial
lithiation of the nanopillars (see hereafter), requiring a
longer lithiation time (more than 12 h). Eventually, this
led to fracture and pulverization of the underlying
silicon substrate, resulting in the loss of electrical
contact with the bottom current collector (circuit C1
in Figure 1c). To avoid this and to force lithiation, the
electrical contact was established through the Ni layer
covering the substrate top surface and the Si nanopil-
lars (circuit C2 in Figure 1c). Finally, it is worth noting
that due to severe substrate disintegration, subse-
quent delithiation and further cyclingwas not possible.
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LITHIATION RESULTS

Figure 2a shows representative morphologies of
Si480@Ni0 after lithiation. Note that the pristine Si
nanopillars already have a surface coating made of
native SiO2, of approximately 2 nm thickness. Consis-
tent with previous reports, bare silicon nanopillars
display anisotropic swelling with preferentially faster
expansion on the {110} planes.33�36 The anisotropic
swelling of crystalline Si during solid-state amorphiza-
tion results from the different reaction kinetics on the
{110}, {100}, and {111} crystallographic planes.37,38

The lithiated nanopillars typically display one or two
axial cracks on the surface of {100} lateral planes,
consistent with previous reports (Figure 2a, fracture
site statistics).
Coated nanopillars exhibit a markedly different be-

havior. Distinct swelling behavior and accompanying
fracture regimes have been identified in nanopillars
with respectively “thin” (Si480@Ni40 and Si480@Ni80
display similar patterns; see Supporting Information,
Figure S2) and “thick” (Si480@Ni120) coatings. For thin
coatings, the lithiation-induced cracks are now located
on the surface of {110} lateral planes, as evidenced by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and the
statistical analysis presented in Figure 2b. Cracks nu-
cleate in the Ni shell and propagate into the LixSi as the
lithiation proceeds (Supporting Information, Figure S9).
Several cracks can be accommodated within the same
structure. Nanopillars with up to three cracks have been
observed, while only a single crack per nanopillar was

usually identified in the uncoated structures. Whereas
the lithiation-induced swelling anisotropy for Si480@Ni40
and Si480@Ni80 configurations is less obvious than in
Si480@Ni0, the existence of clear preferential fracture
sites unambiguously suggests that the underlying mor-
phology evolution retains its anisotropic swelling char-
acter. Furthermore, cracked nanopillars exhibit asym-
metric morphology evolution, indicative of preferential
lithiation through the cracks (see also Supporting In-
formation, Figure S9). In contrast, the remaining unda-
maged {110} planes do not exhibit large deformation,
indicating a lower degree of lithiation.
Further increase of the coating thickness induces yet

another swelling and fracture scenario (Figure 2c). The
lithiated Si480@Ni120 nanopillars display only one frac-
ture site per nanopillar and, remarkably, the crack
shows no preferential crystallographic orientation
(Figure 2c, fracture site statistics). The crack propagates
radially through the nanopillar section and may ulti-
mately split the latter into two roughly symmetric half-
cylinders. Noticeably, the lithiated silicon half-core is
protruding from inside, whereas the Ni half-shells
roughly maintain their original shape. However, the
observed radial expansion varies for different nanopil-
lars (Figure 2c, middle panel). Assuming a uniform
expansion along the axis and neglecting any axial
expansion (see below), this observation suggests that
the extent of lithiation varies from nanopillar to nano-
pillar. Thiswas further confirmedby selectivemethanol
etching of the lithiated Si phase (see the Supporting

Figure 1. Experimental design. (a) Cross-section SEM views of the conformal Ni shell with different thicknesses deposited
around the circular silicon core nanopillar. (b) SEM side view of conformally Ni wrapped silicon nanopillars. (c) Schematic of the
lithiation setup. Two circuit configurations have been useddepending on themetal shell thickness: C1 for uncoated Si or thin Ni
deposits and C2 for thick Ni coatings. (d) Typical current vs voltage profile during electrochemical lithiation experiments.
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Information), which revealed a distribution in the sizes
of the remaining c-Si cores. However, the amount of
absorbed Li in each nanopillar could not be precisely
quantified, so that the above analysis remains qualita-
tive. Also, somenanopillars appear not to be affected at
all. This is noteworthy given that these experiments
were performed for 24 h or more using the circuit
configuration C2 (to ensure reliable electrical contact,
Figure 1c). In contrast, under similar lithiation condi-
tions, pristine as well as thin Ni-coated nanopillars were
systematically found to be fully lithiated. Various de-
grees of radial crack advancement among the nanopil-
lars canbevisualized aswell. This suggests that lithiation
may be slowed down even after the onset of fracture of
the Ni shell. However, these crackswere always found to
run all the way down the nanopillars. Finally, within the
SEM resolution limit, neither apparent expansion in the
axial direction nor transverse cracks could be detected
in any of the studied configurations, in agreement with
previous literature reports.39

We have performed a similar analysis on nano-
pillars with smaller initial Si diameter (see Supporting

Information, Figures S3 and S4). As expected, the
Si330@Ni0 and Si170@Ni0 configurations display the
preferential swelling anisotropy normal to the {110}
planes. However, the anisotropic deformation of small-
diameter nanopillars is less pronounced, as previously
reported.34,40,41 For instance, whereas cross-shaped
morphologies can be clearly visualized for the pristine
diameters larger than 350 nm, rectangular shapes are
barely distinguished for diameters below 170 nm (see
Supporting Information, Figure S4a). On the other hand,
coated Si330@Ni40, Si330@Ni90, and Si170@Ni40 nanopil-
lars overall display isotropic cracking and swelling pat-
terns. Only one fracture site with no apparent preferred
orientation is observed, similar to the previously de-
tailed Si480@Ni120 configuration. However, in contrast to
the Si480@Ni120 case, a larger fraction of small-diameter
nanopillars was found to be lithiated and cracked.

MODELING AND ANALYSIS

The broad spectrum in the swelling and fracture
behavior suggests a complex interplay between var-
ious chemomechanical processes, depending on the

Figure 2. Nickel shellmediated swelling and fracture. High- and low-magnification SEMmicrographs of lithiated siliconpillars
as well as statistical analysis of the cracking sites for pristine (row a), 40 nm (row b), and 120 nm (row c) thick Ni-coated silicon
nanopillars. The angular location of cracking sites (θ) is measured with respect to one quadrant delimited by the Æ110æ
directions. The dashed lines indicate the preferred location of the cracks, while the arrows point to developed cracks. The
swelling and the crackingbehaviors of core�shell structuresmarkedly varywith the coating thickness. The dashed lines in the
fracture histograms are fits of experimental data and intended as guidelines to the eye.
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characteristic dimensions of the system of interest. The
initial lithiation of crystalline silicon at room tempera-
ture results in the formation of an amorphous LixSi
phase (x≈ 3.75)2 that progresses toward the interior of
the nanopillars.39,42 Anisotropic growth of the lithiated
phase is explained by the orientation-dependent mo-
bility of the reaction front.37�39,43 Lithiation also re-
quires the transport of Li through the Ni coating and
the lithiated phase, up to the reaction front. As lithia-
tion proceeds, stresses are generated as a result of the
heterogeneous swelling and constraining action of the
Ni layer. Stresses may in turn significantly impact the
various chemical processes. In the following, we rely on
a chemomechanical analysis to gain more insight into
the relevant factors governing the observed swelling
and fracture regimes. We particularly discuss (i) Li
transport through the Ni coating, (ii) the buffering
effect of the Ni layer, and (iii) the impact of stress on
the lithiation kinetics.
Diffusion of Li through Ni metal films is often con-

sidered as improbable because no Li�Ni alloys are
known at room temperature. However, some analyses
have shown that Li can freely move through inert
metallic films (Cu or Ni), which are efficiently used as
an ion-selection membrane or for surface passiv-
ation.9,16,36 Although we could not determine the
precise value, Li diffusivity is estimated to fall in the
range 10�9�10�11 cm2/s. The lower bound for Li
diffusivity in Ni is therefore still orders of magnitude
higher than that of Li through LixSi, estimated at
around 10�12�10�14 cm2/s. In turn, diffusion of Li
through lithiated silicon is very fast compared to the
lithiation reaction kinetics.37 Overall, the entire process
is reaction-limited, rather than diffusion-limited. On the
basis of these considerations, Li diffusion through Ni is
thus considered as having a negligible impact on the
observed swelling and fracture patterns.
To investigate the effect of the Ni layer on the

morphological evolution and stress development
during lithiation, we implemented a 2D continuum
chemomechanical model into the Finite Elements soft-
ware Abaqus (see Supporting Information for a com-
plete description of the model). Silicon is modeled as
an elastoplastic material with material properties vary-
ing with Li concentration. Nickel is modeled as an
elastoplastic, strain-hardeningmaterial with properties
independent of Li content. Swelling of the lithiated
phase is simulated by applying an (isotropic) eigen-
strain proportional to the local Li concentration. The
velocity of the reaction front is prescribed and varies
with the crystallographic orientation. In Æ100æ axially
oriented silicon nanopillars, this implies faster lithiation
in the direction perpendicular to the {110} crystal-
lographic planes (Supporting Information, Figure S5).
Simulation of the lithiation of uncoated nanopillars
(Supporting Information, Figures S5 and S6) predicts a
cross-shaped morphology in good agreement with

experimental observations (Figure 2a), as well as high
tensile stresses on the surface of {100} lateral planes
that are situated at 45� angles from the preferentially
expanded {110} planes, explaining cracking initiation
at these locations.
We simulated the morphological evolution of

coated nanopillars with various h and A coating para-
meters. As the adopted chemomechanical model has
no intrinsic length scale, model predictions depend on
the h/A ratio only. A remarkable effect of the coating is
to buffer the volume expansion through nonuniform
deformation of the coating, effectively reducing the
overall anisotropy of the structure (Figure 3a; see also
Figure S3b). The buffering effect increases with the
relative coating thickness. The model also predicts the
largest hoop stress levels and plastic strain accumula-
tion on the coating surface along the Æ110æ directions
(Figure 3b and c for the case h/A = 1/6; see also
Supporting Information Figure S7), as a result of
the faster front velocity. Qualitatively similar trends
are found for h/A = 1/4, 1/3, 1/2. These trends are
consistent with the reduced anisotropy observed ex-
perimentally when the coating thickness increases. It
also explains the initiation of cracking on the surface of
{110} lateral planes in structures with a relatively thin
coating (Si480@Ni40 or h/A = 1/6, Figure 2b). However,
these predictions are not sufficient to explain the
random location of cracks for relatively thick coatings,
namely, the cases Si480@Ni120 (h/A = 1/2), Si330@Ni90
(h/A ≈ 1/2), Si330@Ni40 (h/A ≈ 1/4), and Si170@Ni40
(h/A ≈ 1/2) (see also Figure 2c). As a matter of fact,
the mechanical constraint induced by the Ni coating is
expected to have an impact on the reaction kinetics, as
discussed below.
Another important argument that could explain the

transition from anisotropic to isotropic swelling and
fracture behavior is based on kinetic considerations.
It has been shown in several studies that the high
compressive stresses that develop at the lithiation
front could slow down the chemical reaction.43�45 In
a recent study, Zhao et al. identified the driving force
for reaction as the net change in free energy resulting
from the conversion of one Li atom and 1/x Si atoms
into lithiated silicon:43

ΔG ¼ ΔGr � eΦþ 1
x
(σSi

mΩ
Si � σLixSi

m ΩLixSi) (1)

where ΔGr is the chemical driving force in the absence
of stress and externally applied voltage, �eΦ is the
contribution from the applied voltage, and the last
term represents the change in free energy of the
system by mechanical work at the front. Here, σm

Si and
σm
LixSi are the mean stress at the reaction front respec-

tively on the c-Si core and lithiated shell side, whileΩSi

andΩLixSi correspond to the volumes of the molecular
units. Expression 1 indicates that the volume-weighted
pressure difference across the reaction front can
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contribute positively or negatively to the reaction
kinetics.
Numerically predicted hydrostatic stress profiles are

shown in Figure 4 for different h/A ratios together with
the corresponding normalized concentration profile,
in the Æ110æ and Æ100æ directions. Because the con-
centration admits a smooth transition between 0
(unlithiated) and 1 (fully lithiated) in the model, eq 1
cannot be strictly applied. However, it is clear from
Figure 4a that the h/A ratio significantly impacts the
hydrostatic stress levels near the front and delays the
reaction in Æ110æ directions. In contrast, Figure 4b
indicates that the delayed contribution of the stress
has a lower impact for the directions Æ100æ. This effect
plays a role in all configurations, but is less important
for small h/A ratio. Overall, the numerical results sug-
gest that the presence of the coating increases the
hydrostatic pressure at the front, which presumably
slows down the lithiation kinetics as a whole and,
furthermore, reduces the swelling anisotropy.
On the basis of these considerations, it is likely that

themechanical constraint induced by the thick coating
(Si480@Ni120, h/A = 1/2) strongly limits the extent of
lithiation, as well as the swelling anisotropy, leading
to more isotropic stress distribution and a single ran-
domly located fracture site. A recent report detail-
ing broken lithiation symmetry through external

mechanical action further corroborates our findings.46

Faster lithiation of Ge nanowires was found on the side
under tension, whereas the reaction kinetics slowed
down in compressive regions. As can be seen in
Figure 4c, when the ratio of the front velocities along
the Æ110æ and Æ100æ directions is close to 1, the hoop
stress distribution in the Ni shell is almost uniform.
Fracture is then dominated by defects existing in the
thick shell (i.e., roughness and grain boundary
grooving), rather than by stress or plastic strain con-
centration. The defect-dominated fracture hypothesis
is also supported by the additional experiments (see
Supporting Information, Figure S8).
The mechanical constraint of the thick shell acts

even after the initiation of a crack. Indeed, the
Si480@Ni120 nanopillars display different degrees of
swelling (and hence lithiation), as well as different
crack extensions (Figure 2c) despite forced lithiation
during prolonged times (by holding the voltage at 10
mV vs Li/Liþ formore than 24 h). Even after the onset of
fracture, lithiation is sometimes unable to proceed. This
is surprising, as one would expect the unzipping of the
core�shell structure to relax stresses, enabling the
lithiation to proceed faster through the fracture region
(Supporting Information, Figure S9). This indicates that
the undamaged portion of the Ni layer is able to
maintain its strong mechanical constraint, preventing

Figure 3. Buffering action of the shell. (a) Numerical simulations indicate that the coating reduces the overall anisotropic
expansion of the nanostructure by buffering the swelling strain. The anisotropy is measured by the predicted ratio of current
outer radii at 0� and 45� (r0�/r45�) for normalized lithiation time (0 e t e 0.2). Contours of (b) hoop stress and (c) cumulated
plastic strain for h/A = 1/6 (representative of Si480@Ni40). The highest tensile hoop stresses in the Ni shell are found along the
Æ110æ directions. Qualitatively similar contour plots are obtained in the simulations with h/A = 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2.
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further lithiation (or core expansion). Finally, some of
the nanopillars in the Si480@Ni120 configuration did not
experience any swelling or fracture, indicating that
the coating may completely impede the reaction in
some cases.

DISCUSSION

The adopted model provides insight into the experi-
mental trends, although we could not determine the
actual ratio of the reaction front velocities in the Æ110æ
and Æ100æ directions in the considered configurations.
This ratio is affected by the local stress and thus evolves
in time; in situ monitoring could reveal additional
features of lithiation kinetics in coated structures.47

According to our model, the same trends are expected
for a given h/A ratio, independently of the radius A.
However, some discrepancies are foundwhen compar-
ing the behavior of small-diameter nanowires (2A =
330 nm) and larger diameter (2A = 480 nm). Relying
solely on the h/A ratio, anisotropic swelling and frac-
ture pattern would be expected for the Si330Ni40 nano-
pillars (h/A = 1/4), as both the Si480Ni40 (h/A = 1/6) and

Si480Ni80 (h/A = 1/3) display anisotropic behavior. In
contrast, a preferentially isotropic behavior was ob-
served for the Si330Ni40 configuration (although speci-
ficity along {110} planes could be detected as well; see
Figure S3). Additional size-dependent effects play a
subtle role. Here, the isotropic behavior of the Si330Ni40
nanopillars is reminiscent of the reduced anisotropy
observed in uncoated pillars of small diameters (see
Supporting Information, Figures S3 and S4) also re-
ported by other groups. Experimental observations
showed that below a critical size of approximately
300 nm the anisotropic expansion is less pronounced
and fracture can be avoided.34,40 Hence, the radius of
the Si core (i.e., its curvature) affects the lithiation
kinetics, irrespective of the presence of a coating layer.
To the best of our knowledge, the physical origin of this
size effect has not been elucidated yet. Note finally that
the size effect can also result from the complex thick-
ness dependence of the strength and ductility of the Ni
film, which is out of the scope of this investigation.48

For h/A values close to 1/3, the lithiated struc-
tures display a peculiar cracking pattern. The volume

Figure 4. Stress effect on lithiation kinetics. The mean stress profiles along the (a) Æ110æ and (b) Æ100æ directions for different
h/A ratios at the beginning of lithiation. Here R is the radial coordinate in the undeformed configuration. The corresponding
normalized concentration profile is also represented on the right-hand-side ordinate-axis. Thicker coatings considerably
increase the magnitude of the compressive stress in the Æ110æ directions and slow down the reaction in this direction, hence
reducing the anisotropy, as well as the global reaction kinetics. (c) Contours of hoop stress in the Ni shell for different ratios of
the front velocities in the Æ110æ (vÆ110æ) and Æ100æ (vÆ100æ) directions.When this ratio is close to 1 (for instance, due to stress effect
on the lithiation kinetics), the tensile hoop stress ismore homogeneous. Such a scenario explains the random fracture pattern
experimentally observed in nanopillars with a thick coating.
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expansion of the core leads to the unzipping of the
shell, and the cracking (and the lithiation) further
progresses in the radial direction with significant
shell deformation, finally leading to a fully open frame
(Figure 2c; Supporting Information, Figures S3, S4,
and S9). Themain differenceobserved for theSi480@Ni120
configuration is that the Ni shell deforms less, preserving
the initial circular shape. This suggests a larger structural
stiffness of the thicker Ni coatings.
The fracture pattern that develops during the first

lithiation will most probably have a first-order impact
on the cyclic performance of the electrode. In particu-
lar, thick coating structures display isotropic expansion
as well as a single crack that unzips the shell and
propagates into the core. Most of these structures,
upon extended lithiation (i.e., full unzipping and long-
itudinal opening), lead to a configuration resembling
a Si thin film on a Ni substrate (Figure 2c). Note that,
although the metal substrate maintains its curvature
for the thicker coatings, structures with isotropic cracks
show flattening to a certain extent (as exemplified in
Figures S3, S4, and S9). The thin-film configuration is
known to sustain repeatable cycling due to uncon-
strained, reversible volume changes.3,49 Such a config-
uration also minimizes the exposed silicon surface in
contact with the electrolyte (as compared to a multi-
cracked configuration). These observations could
be relevant to understand literature results reporting
enhanced cycling of coated nanowires.
Our findings further suggest a route for the design

of alternative nanostructures through proper control
of the fracture pattern during initial lithiation. In the
present work we were not able to perform several Li
insertion and extraction cycles due to the pulverization
of the underlying silicon substrate during the first
lithiation (Supporting Information, Figure S10). None-
theless, we expect structures exhibiting isotropic swel-
ling and cracking (Si480@Ni120, Si330@Ni40, Si330@Ni90,

and Si170@Ni40) to show better cycling performances.
Additional work is called for to experimentally ascer-
tain this behavior. Although the initial lithiation is
clearly impeded by the coating, engineered structures
with defects introduced on purpose could be used to
accelerate the initial lithiation (Supporting Information,
Figure S8).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we addressed nickel-coated Æ100æ
silicon nanopillars as a model system to study the
deformation and fracture of core�shell nanostruc-
tured anodes during the initial Li insertion cycle.
Coated structures display different swelling and crack-
ing regimes depending primarily on the coating thick-
ness to pillar diameter ratio. For low ratios, the swelling
and cracking are anisotropic, although with different
fracture sites compared to uncoated nanopillars. The
swelling behavior progressively becomes isotropic
when the ratio increases, which is attributed to the
large stress-induced slowing down of the reaction
kinetics. This effect is more pronounced in the Æ110æ
directions. In addition, the intrinsic values of the pillar
diameter and coating thickness are likely to play a role.
Amore detailed chemomechanical model is needed to
investigate the role of intrinsic lengths, as well as to
ascertain the real-time lithiation dynamics.
Although we restricted our analysis to the initial

lithiation, we believe that the specific deformation
and fracture patterns that develop at this stage will
crucially impact the anode performance during sub-
sequent cycles. The insight provided here further
suggests a route for the design of coated anodes
through the proper control of the deformation and
fracture pattern. A deeper fundamental understanding
of the initial lithiation, in addition to cyclic lithiation
studies, is required in view of developing enhanced
electrodes based on coated nanostructures.

METHODS

Silicon Nanopillar (SiNP) Fabrication. SiNPs were prepared by
metal-assisted chemical etching as previously described.10

Briefly, polystyrene (PS) colloidal particles with 170, 330, and
480 nm nominal diameters (Microparticles Gmbh) were dis-
persed on Si chips (p-type Æ100æ, resistivity of 10�25 Ωcm).
Next, 1 nm Ti and 30 nm Au were deposited on the Si substrate
by physical vapor deposition. The lift-off of the PS spheres was
done with adhesive tape followed by rinsing in CH2Cl2. The
metal-assisted chemical etching of Si was done in an aqueous
solution containing 0.2 M H2O2 and 4.8 M HF at room tempera-
ture and under continuous agitation. After etching, the samples
were rinsed with deionized water and allowed to dry in air. The
Aumaskwas dissolvedby submerging the samples inHNO3/HCl
(1:3 by volume). Subsequently, the samples were rinsed in
deionized water and allowed to dry in air.

Electroless Conformal Ni Coating. The electroless protocol was
adapted from the literature.50,51 Briefly, a Ni electroless deposi-
tion bath was prepared by dissolving 2 g of nickel sulfate hexa-
hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 g of sodium citrate (Sigma-Aldrich)

complexant, 0.5 g of lactic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) as buffer, and
0.1 g of dimethylamine borane (Acros Organics) in 50 mL of
deionized water. The pH was adjusted to ∼7 with ammonium
hydroxide. The electroless deposition of Ni was carried out at
room temperature or in a thermostated bath (40�60 �C) under
continuous agitation. The onset of the deposition was visually
identified by the appearance and evolution of gas bubbles at
the surface of the samples. After this point, the soaking time
varied from 10 to 120 min depending on the target coating
thickness. After the deposition, the sample was rinsed in water
and methanol and allowed to dry in air.

Ex Situ Experimental Protocol. Swagelok-type half-cells were
assembled inside an Ar-filled glovebox (MBraun) by stacking
either pristine SiNPs or Ni-coated SiNPs on the Si substrate,
a separator (Celgrad) soaked in electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in
ethylenecarbonate/diethyl carbonate, 1:1 by volume, Novolyte),
and Li-metal foil (Sigma-Aldrich). A slow voltammetry scan
(0.1 mV/s) was performed from the open-circuit voltage of the
cell down to 10 mV vs Li/Liþ using an Arbin BT2043 battery
analyzer. The potential was held for at least 6 h for full lithiation
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of the uncoated pillars. This result was checked by selective
methanol washing of the lithiated silicon phase, which revealed
no sign of subsisting c-Si (see for comparison Figure S9c,
displaying the crystalline Si core upon a short lithiation time
of a pristine Si pillar). For metal-coated structures, the potential
was held formuch longer periods, ranging from 12 to 48 h. After
lithiation, the cell was disassembled in the glovebox and the
sample rinsed in acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich) to remove any
surface residues. The lithiated sample was then placed in an
Ar-filled container to have a minimal exposure to the environ-
mental air and then transferred for inspection by SEM.
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